The Winter Crisis and February Aftermath (December 1916 -March 14, 1917 The Winter Crisis marked a turning point both in German policy and the war. It involved fundamental changes in German diplomacy, strategy, domestic affairs and control over policy-making. The crisis was a response to the failures of the previous months and indeed years, and would affect the course of German policy and strategy until the end of the war. By the end of 1916 previous German policy had proven bankrupt. Bethmann failed during the autumn to reach a separate understanding with either Russia or France through secret contacts. The replacement in August of Erich v. Falkenhayn as Chief of General Staff, which Bethmann had hoped would expedite his policy, in fact was a pyrrhic victory. Paul v. Hindenburg and Erich Ludendorff, the new High Command, complicated Bethmann's efforts to achieve a separate peace with Russia by raising the Polish issue. Meanwhile it became clear that the High Command would demand unrestricted U-boat warfare which would probably bring the United States into the war against Germany. Bethmann consequently encouraged an American mediatory proposal with the apparent dual purpose of dividing the Entente and mollifying the Americans in the event of unrestricted U-boat warfare. He may also have hoped for a general peace on the basis of the existing status quo -i.e., German predominance on the continent though not extensive expansion -but it is not clear and probably unlikely. When the American offer was not forthcoming by early December, Bethmann decided that the Central Powers should make their own offer. Doing so had the potential disadvantages of implying German weakness and alienating the Americans, but they were outweighed by the advantages of responding to AustroHungarian requests for such a move, reassuring the German people of the German government's willingness to make peace and justifying eventual recourse to unrestricted U-boat warfare. The resulting Central Powers peace offer of December 12 was in fact followed by an American offer announced by President Woodrow Wilson on December 18. All the belligerents were thereby forced to confront the peace problem as they had not since the outbreak of war. The Entente governments bluntly rejected the German offer as a tactic to divide them -a relatively accurate evaluationbut, in order not to alienate Wilson, were more responsive to his suggestion and listed their least aggressive conditions. The German reply to Wilson was likewise moderate in tone but did not include the statement of the conditions Wilson had requested. The Central Powers peace move marked the culmination of Bethmann's efforts to divide the Entente. The Entente's brusque rejection alienated most Germans and reinforced the view that peace was impossible and that victory should be sought with more extreme means 1 .
These means were already being prepared. Hindenburg and Ludendorff had postponed unrestricted U-i>oat warfare only until the military situation became more secure in December with the defeat of Rumania. They apparently agreed to Bethmann's peace offer in order to justify U-boat warfare to the German people, the neutrals and possibly the Americans; they neither expected nor desired a general peace. After the anticipated Efttente rejection, the High Command and Admiralty intensified their agitation. Bethmann resisted with the argument that unrestricted U-boat warfare would bring in the United States and insure German defeat. The High Command contended on the contrary that German defeat was unavoidable unless radical means were employed. The U-boat would at least offer the possibility that Britain might capitulate before the United States was actually engaged. When Bethmann could present no persuasive alternative, the Kaiser decided on January 9 that unrestricted U-boat warfare would begin on February 1. The decision was probably due less to specific arguments than to the crisis mentality which made the departure seem the only choice and therefore necessitated by circumstances 2 . This fundamental reorientation of German naval strategy was accompanied and partially justified by a change in German land operations and domestic policy. Ludendorff concluded from the 1916 campaigns that Germany could win only if its inferiority in men were offset by greater materiel; it was mandatory to postpone a major land offensive during 1917 while more effectively mobilizing German resources for a final effort in 1918. The High Command consequently developed a defensive strategy involving strategic withdrawals and strong fortifications 3 . At the same time -and as a precondition for agreeing to Bethmann's peace move -they forced through the Reichstag on December 5 the Auxiliary Service Law (Hilfsdienstgesetz), which was designed to organize the German economy for greater production 4 . To arouse public and troop support for continuing the war, the High Command launched a propaganda campaign extolling German military accomplishments, encouraging hopes in the U-boat's success, fostering expansive war aims, and justifying perseverence as necessitated by the Entente's rejection of the German peace offer 5 . The High Command thereby produced a program for total war. Parallel though not yet as extreme events occurred in German domestic politics. The Hilfsdienstgesetz was condemned by the left as an effort to "militarize" German life, but it had the unforeseen effect of incorporating traditional dissidents -the Social Democrats and labor unions -into the war effort as they had not previously been 6 . Both the removal in November of the prohibition against public discussion of war aims and the peace moves of December increasingly politicized the masses. Entente rejection of the Central Powers peace offer probably convinced most Germans that unrestricted U-boat warfare was necessary and desirable 7 . While moderate Socialists remained committed to the war, radical Socialists declared their opposition in January 1917 8 . German society consequently experienced the conflicting impulses of greater coherence and increased tension. The pressures of war and departures in policy during December and January altered the power structure and personal authority of German leaders. Bethmann had advocated Falkenhayn's replacement by Hindenburg and Ludendorff both because he assumed their strategy would expedite his policy of dividing the Entente and Hindenburg's prestige would insure the German people's acceptance of whatever policy the government proposed. As Bethmann found out, however, during the U-boat debate, Hindenburg's prestige was a double-edged sword. The High Command had its own ideas about policy and was willing to use the threat of resignation to impose them. The High Command's domestic prestige had been demonstrated during October when one political party (the Catholic Center) had voted to leave the U-boat decision in the High Command's hands. The view that victory depended ultimately on Germany's resources signaled future High Command intervention into domestic affairs. Previous failures ill-equiped Bethmann to defend against these inroads on his authority. The shift of authority was registered during November in personnel terms when Gottlieb v. Jagow was replaced as state secretary of foreign affairs by Arthur Zimmermann, who was more sympathetic to the High Command. Bethmann himself considered resigning as a result of the U-boat decision but did not in order to conceal the disagreements from the German public and the enemy, and perhaps also in the hope of subsequently reviving his policy of dividing the Entente 9 . Although Bethmann had acceded in the U-boat question, his advocacy of the peace move and efforts to postpone a break with the United States alienated the High Command and they unsuccessfully sought his dismissal 10 . The Winter 1917 Crisis consequently caused not only profound changes in strategy and policy but also a readjustment of authority and increase of personal antipathies among German policy-makers.
Fundamental departures also were made by the other belligerents during this period. Austro-Hungarian leadership was altered when Francis Joseph was succeeded in November by Carl and Stephan Burian was replaced as foreign minister in December by Ottokar Czernin. Although Burian had pressed during late 1916 for a Central Powers peace offer, Carl and Czernin were more committed to peace because they felt Austria-Hungary was on the verge of collapse. Carl therefore launched an effort during January to reach the French through his wife's brothers, Sixtus and Xavier, princes of Bourbon-Parma. Vienna was also responsive to American mediatory efforts. Vienna and Berlin cooperated on their joint peace offer which Bethmann seems to have hoped would consolidate the alliance, but they consulted only sporadically thereafter, perhaps because Carl was mildly anti-German and the AustroHungarians were unsympathetic toward the U-boat. Thus Austro-Hungarian policy changed hands, became more peace-oriented and threatened to cause alliance tensions 11 . The Entente meanwhile became more committed to the war. The British too changed leaders: Herbert Asquith was replaced in December by David Lloyd George, a symbolic if not actual indicator of determination to defeat Germany and centralize the war effort 12 . The Russian government remained but was severely criticized in the Duma for inefficient prosecution of the war 13 . The French government likewise continued in office but the military command passed in December from Joseph Joffre to the more confident Robert Nivelle, who persuaded the Entente governments that the war could be won in the spring by coordinated offensives 14 . By forcing the Entente governments to consult and coordinate their replies, the Central Power and American peace moves had the net effect of consolidating the alliance. Likewise the peace moves resulted in public statements of Entente aims designed to augment popular support for the war. Thus like Germany the Entente powers moved in the general direction of total war. The Winter Crisis was followed by a calm. The high tension and frenetic activity of German policy-making during December and January lessened notably during February and early March. This reduction of activity was relative and applied only to the top decision-makers, whereas intense energy was expended at lower levels. It was probably due to the fact that the decisions ofDecember and January set the course of German policy and strategy for the following months and no further basic decision was required until results were clear. After the peace campaign of December and January, German diplomacy was relatively inactive. Bethmann maintained contact with ostensible channels to the French government but regarded a separate peace as momentarily unlikely 15 . The German government worked to postpone American entry but made no serious concession 16 . Actual combat on both fronts was restricted. Unrestricted U-boat warfare was launched on February 1 but required time to prove itself. Intensive preparations of defensive fortifications on the western front were finally completed and strategic withdrawals conducted in the middle of March. The Hilfsdienstgesetz was meanwhile instituted with largely unfavorable results 17 . Some domestic political disputes flared up over reform and war aims but Bethmann managed to dampen them in a Reichstag speech of February 27 with his standard tactic of vague phrases on domestic affairs and strong words about the war 18 . Although Bethmann received from the right some criticism which the High Command probably supported, relations between civilian and military leaders were not openly strained. The conflicts of December and January had momentarily abated. The policy-makers of the other belligerents were more active than the Germans during the period but were less active than they themselves had been during the Winter Crisis. Austro-Hungarian peace efforts were intensified. Vienna sought to avoid a break with the United States but was unsuccessful because the Americans were interested only in dividing the Central Powers. Carl's efforts to reach the French through his brother-in-law, Sixtus, were increased and supplemented by Czernin's contacts with the French through Switzerland. Although they did not yet inform the Germans and there was little consultation between the allies during this period, Carl and Czernin were probably loyal to the alliance and hoped for a general peace 19 . But, like the Americans, the French and their allies wanted a separate peace in order to defeat Germany. The British and French coordinated plans for their campaign, while the French encouraged a Russian offensive with the promise of extensive war aims. Domestic disturbances occurred in Russia but did not become serious until early March. Although they rejected peace with Germany and planned a new offensive, British leaders were uncertain whether Germany could actually be defeated or the U-boat danger overcome and were therefore anxious to bring the United States into the war 20 . Like the Germans the other belligerents thus pursued policies established during the Winter Crisis, made feverish preparations, and awaited their results in the spring with a mixed sense of anticipation and anxiety.
The Spring Crisis: The Diplomatic Beginning (March 14 -April 18, 1917) A new crisis erupted during the spring of 1917. Planned actions (particularly military strategy), anticipated events (such as American entry), and unexpected eventualities (above all, the Russian revolution) suddenly altered the war. Activities and tensions radically increased. German separate peace diplomacy -largely discontinued since late 1916 -was revived but proponents of total war simultaneously intensified their efforts and a severe conflict over the direction and control of German policy resulted. This struggle was complicated by other events. Germany's allies and enemies augmented their own peace efforts during this period. Military and naval offensives implied the possibility of radical changes in the general situation. Domestic politicsin Germany as well as elsewhere -were suddenly in flux and threatened to encroach on governmental control over policy. Relations among allies were tested and sometimes strained. Bethmann seems to have been convinced by this argument and encouraged negotiations by asserting in his Reichstag speech of March 29 that Germany would neither meddle in Russian internal affairs nor attack in the near future and desired peace on "an honorable basis" 38 .
Czernin meanwhile set a different course on which he would continue until mid-May. Like Bethmann he switched focus from France to Russia at the beginning of April but his objective was less peace with the Provisional Government than reinforcement of Russian peace forces -particularly the Petrograd Soviet -in order to facilitate a separate peace preliminary to general peace. He felt this could be achieved only by a specific, public statement of Central Power aims and accordingly followed Bethmann's Reichstag speech with a responsive press statement of his own but failed to elicit a similar pronouncement from the Germans in their meeting of . When the Soviet demand for peace without annexations or indemnities was reported in Vienna, he urged Central Power acceptance. These pleas were reinforced on April 12 by a lengthy memorandum arguing that peace was necessary and on April 13 with a hint that Austria-Hungary might otherwise conclude a separate peace 40 .
A third approach to peace with Russia was advocated by the High Command, Kaiser and Zimmermann. Their perception of alternatives was probably best summarized on April 2 by Ulrich v. Brockdorff-Rantzau, German minister in Copenhagen: if Germany could not survive through 1917, war aims should be renounced and a rapid peace concluded with the Provisional Government; but, if Germany could continue, the revolution would cause Russia's collapse and allow Germany to dictate peace. If the second option were chosen, Rantzau advocated encouraging "as much chaos as possible in Russia" by aiding radicals and fostering dissension but avoiding either military operations or the appearance of intervention in Russian internal affairs 41 .
Since they were confident that Germany could last out the year, the High Command opted for the second alternative. While recognizing that separate peace with Russia might serve as the means of inducing France and Britain to sue for peace, they also regarded Russia itself as a major end of the war, i.e., for territorial acquisitions. A choice between separate peace with Russia and war aims from Russia was therefore neither necessary nor desirable; Germany might yet win on both fronts and total war would thereby produce total victory. The High Command and Zimmermann accordingly pursued objectives as outlined by Rantzau. At the end of March the High Command (and Bethmann) approved and Zimmermann arranged Lenin's return to Russia 42 . Operations on the eastern front were discontinued on April 3. When deputations of Russian soldiers asked in early April for a guarantee of moderate terms and non-intervention in Russian internal affairs, the High Command advocated acquiescence to promote antipathy of soldiers against government and thus military collapse 43 . Convinced by these events and Czernin's peace campaign that negotiations with Russia might be imminent, the High Command -with the support of the Kaiser and Zimmermann -suggested on April 5 that they consult on war aims to be demanded of Russia 44 .
Bethmann tried to parry these thrusts from Czernin and the High Command in order to pursue his own peace policy. On April 11 he rejected Czernin's suggestion of a public Central Power acceptance of the Russian government's peace formula 45 .
Bethmann and Zimmermann met on April 12 with Erzberger, who was now sanguine about the imminence of confidential negotiations with the Russian government and was authorized to pursue them. In order to mollify Czernin, pacify German public opinion and perhaps buttress his own position against the High Command, Bethmann requested the Kaiser's authorization for an official reaffirmation of Central Power willingness to conclude peace. The Kaiser, however, refused and recommended instead an unofficial press statement and confidential negotiations 46 . Arguing that it was the best method of fostering "peace propaganda and the process of collapse in Russia", Bethmann accordingly suggested such a press announcement to Czernin, who agreed, and statements were issued by Vienna on April 14 and Berlin on April 15 47 .
Bethmann then turned to meet the impulses from the High Command and Kaiser. In answering their request for a program of war aims, Bethmann first sought to appease the High Command by granting the desirability of consultation and aims but in fact urged return to his own policy. "Our objective will be what it has always been, namely, to achieve a separate peace with one of our enemies . . . The guiding thought will be to shatter the present enemy coalition and to bring one or more of them over to our side in future." A separate understanding would best be facilitated by allowing war aims to be determined by the situation when peace was concluded rather than rigid programs. Bethmann endeavored to maintain control over eventual negotiations by claiming the Kaiser's authorization to determine political and economic conditions, but tried to pacify the High Command and Admiralty by acknowledging the war aims they had demanded in December 1916 48 . The Kaiser then jeopardized Bethmann's policy by advocating official discouragement of public discussion of peace without annexations but encouragement of a separate peace with Russia by offering relatively moderate terms. As with Czernin and the High Command, Bethmann sought to reject the proposal without alienating the Kaiser. Though he agreed to restrain the public debate confidentially, he opposed official statements on war aims since general renunciation implied German weakness, renunciation toward Russia encouraged Anglo-French counter-pressure on Russia, extremism induced the Entente to fight on, and any statement heightened tension within Germany. Instead "it is necessary to find a reasonable middle way between these two extremes" of dictated peace and renunciatory peace, i.e., "a favorable negotiated peace" through concessions and moderation before Austria-Hungary collapsed and the United States became engaged 49 .
Three views thus competed for control over German policy. On one extreme maximal war aims, total war and dictated peace were advocated by the High Command and Kaiser. On the other extreme official renunciation of war aims, discontinuation of war and negotiated, general peace were urged by Czernin. In between a middle way of relatively moderate war aims, limited war and negotiated, separate peace was advocated by Bethmann. The conceptions were incompatible and could co-exist only so long as their advocates avoided direct conflict.
The Spring Crisis: The Diplomatic Confrontation (April 19 -May 15, 1917) Having brewed for a month, the crisis erupted at the end of April. It became unavoidable when the exponents of these policies insisted on acceptance by their opponents. In the process a brief marriage of convenience was arranged between the extremes against the middle. The crisis ended in mid-May with extremist success barely concealed by the middle's weak claim of compromise. The confrontation among German leaders occurred when the Kaiser acceded to the demands of the High Command and Admiralty for a war aims conference 50 . The essential issue of control over policy was thereby decided in favor of the High Command even before the meeting which served only to allow the High Command to present a program of extensive war aims 51 . These aims were partially inspired by the High Command's favorable perception of the immediate situation. After brief anxiety about the Anglo-French attacks of mid-April, they concluded that the western front would hold, while the eastern front was secure because of the revolution. The U-boat promised imminent British collapse, whereas neither American entry nor AustroHungarian exit seriously concerned the High Command 52 . But circumstances do not explain the High Command's war aims since they made similar demands under less promising conditions. The aims reflected their mental set: because total victory and total defeat seemed the only alternatives, extreme aims followed logically. For his part, Bethmann may have made an effort to mitigate the program but did not seriously contest it. He rejected the recourse of resigning over what he termed "fantasies" and officially acknowledged the High Command's blueprint for a dictated peace but confidentially dismissed it as a temporary arrangement and intended to control negotiations himself 53 . Bethmann's reservations notwithstanding, the Kreuznach conference reaffirmed total war as German policy. In short, High Command intended both to formulate and conduct policy. The divergences among German leaders were accompanied by alliance tensions. They were caused by Czernin, who felt negotiations with Russia necessitated extracting from Bethmann a more specific renunciation of annexations than the German press release of April 15. He accordingly tried to make Bethmann overcome internal resistance -above all from the High Command and Pan Germans -by using not only conventional diplomatic channels but also "paradiplomacy", i. Kaiser and German right by proclaiming "complete agreement with the High Command" on war aims, confidence in victory and opposition to peace without annexations. He sought to pacify Czernin and the German left by denying alliance discord and rejecting extreme annexations. Between these extremes he pursued his own objective of a separate understanding with Russia by reaffirming Germany's willingness to conclude an "honorable peace" and by fostering dissension among tlic Entente powers. Bethmann thus proclaimed not one but three incompatible policies 68 . The contradictions were equally clear during the Austro-German war aims conference at Kreuznach on May 17-18. As at the previous Kreuznach conference the issue was less what war aims should be than who should project them and it had been effectively decided when the High Command and Czernin imposed their demand for the conference. The High Command achieved its objective of Austro-Hungarian approval for maximal German aims. Like Bethmann, Czernin regarded these aims as unlikely though desirable and himself proposed maximal aims but his main concern and perhaps the meeting's most significant result was German commitment to the AustroHungarian territorial integrity. Bethmann again apparently played the marginal role of scaling down aims wherever possible 69 . Both Bethmann's speech and the Kreuznach conferences were, however, less important for their details than as reflexions of the cross currents in Central Power policy and its domination by the High Command and Czernin.
The central issue in these discussions -policy toward Russia -depended on developments in Russia. Evaluating the situation was complicated by a fundamental reconstruction of Russian institutions. The Petrograd Soviet was meanwhile increasingly organized, Socialist-dominated, rivaled the Provisional Government's authority and advocated peace without annexations -agitation which was intensified after Lenin's arrival in mid-April. The government and army responded with anti-peace propaganda which raised tension and a crisis was precipitated in early May when Miliukov secretly reassured Russia's allies that the government would continue the war and not conclude a separate peace. The Soviet opposed this statement, rejected continuation of the war, and demanded Russian and Entente commitment to peace without annexations. Miliukov's reply constituted a classic diplomatic formulation of the issues: Russia could maintain its great power status by fulfilling alliance commitments or abdicate as a great power by renouncing its allies. The government tried to satisfy both the Soviet and Russia's allies by qualifying Miliukov's statement but reaffirming its commitment to the alliance and war. The Soviet was, however, conducting a semi-autonomous foreign policy by inaugurating front talks with the Germans and agreeing to attend a Socialist meeting in Stockholm. The government strove to re-establish its authority and Miliukov refused demands to reveal the secret treaties among the Entente powers. The crisis culminated when Miliukov (along with several other ministers) resigned and a new cabinet including Socialists was formed on May 18 and approved by the Soviet next day. Although it reaffirmed the alliance and refusal to publish the secret treaties, the new government urged peace without annexations on its allies. It was widely perceived as Soviet-controlled, inclined to an immediate peace, and a further step in the revolutionary process 70 . Russian events consequently appeared more conducive to the extreme policies of the High Command and Czernin than to Bethmann's middle way or Entente hopes. Like all the belligerents except the Americans, British policy was a contradictory mixture of concern and confidence. British attention was focused on the offensives on the western and Near Eastern fronts, the U-boat, Russian developments and American entry. Because of the revolution, French military failure and American unpreparedness, Britain became Entente leader by default in May. Public and confidential views of military prospects diverged sharply from one another. British leaders made frequent and fervent reaffirmations of their faith in victory. In confidential discussions some -such as Douglas Haig and some other generals -repeated these assurances but other leaders -such as Lloyd George, War Cabinet member Alfred Milner and South African leader Jan Christian Smuts -were considerably less sanguine 71 . The British offensive on the western front conformed to the established pattern of initial but minimal advances followed by failure to break through. British hopes for progress in the Near East were dampened by the Russian revolution which precluded a coordinated operation. The major concern was, however, the U-boat threat which became severe in late April when pessimism engulfed the Admiralty but the government managed to surmount the crisis through the convoy system and American naval cooperation 72 . Like official and confidential views of Britain's prospects, public and private war aims differed. Officially proclaimed aims included defence of democracy, permanent peace, defeat of Prussian militarism, rejection of peace without annexations or indemnities, restoration of conquered areas, return of Alsace-Lorraine to France, and dissolution of Austria-Hungary. Despite doubts about their feasibility, these aims were expanded in confidential discussions to include rejection of a compromise peace with Germany, German defeat, reduction of German power in Europe, confiscation of German colonies and postwar German economic exclusion from the British Empire. Although Lloyd George regarded a separate understanding with Austria-Hungary as necessary, he gave higher priority to the alliance with Italy and Austro-Hungarian dissolution was publicly advocated by important British leaders. Official claims that revolution would galvanize the Russian war effort contrasted with private fears that Russia would defect. Public optimism concealed actual anxieties about French and Italian determination. American entry was proclaimed a turning point in the war -even world history! -as it probably was in financial, productive and morale terms but British leaders in fact did not expect significant American military participation for "a very long time". To preserve the alliance, interallied disagreements over war aims were papered over or postponed 73 . Domestic affairs revealed comparable cross-currents. A feared political crisis did not occur but an effort to include former Prime Minister Asquith in the cabinet failed. The Russian revolution and American entry intensified public discussion of peace in Britain as elsewhere. A small but vocal minority organized peace demonstrations and the Independent Labour Party criticized the government for not responding to Central Power proclamations but the overwhelming rejection by the Commons and press of peace without annexations indicated general opposition to compromise peace 74 . The dominant feature of British domestic affairs was less political than the effort to mobilize for a longer war and survive the U-boat menace. Despite unfavorable military, naval and diplomatic conditions which caused considerable anxiety, British leaders hoped for improvement and evidenced no inclination to conclude peace with Germany.
France was probably more desperate than Britain but less than Russia. French policy was dominated by events on the western front. Serious doubts in the projected French offensive were overridden less by the persuasiveness of the French commander, Robert Nivelle, than by the unwillingness of his critics to risk a public discussion of strategy which might threaten the popular faith in victory. Launched in mid-April, the attack failed with high losses and threatened to precipitate a civilmilitary crisis which was avoided when Minister of War Paul Painleve prevailed on the cabinet to restrict operations at the end of April and to replace Nivelle in mid-May with Henri Philippe Petain, who agreed with Painleve in favoring the defensive and awaiting American forces 75 . French public and confidential policies varied. Confidence in victory, permanent peace, and Entente solidarity were officially proclaimed while confidentially negotiations with Germany were rejected and Alsace-Lorraine as well as further demands projected -even though Premier Alexandre Ribot admitted that "we are approaching exhaustion". The immediate effects of American entry were less direct through military participation than indirect by encouraging Entente morale, providing material and financial assistance, and -in combination with the revolution -converting the war into an ideological struggle. The Americans cooperated with the British against the U-boat and confiscated German ships in American ports and wharves but no American troops arrived during the spring of 1917. Less divergence existed between American public and confidential aims than was the case with the other belligerents. The most salient feature of American policy was the abrupt transformation from neutrality to belligerence; a Russian diplomat observed that the Americans "had forgotten peace". Congress voted overwhelmingly in favor of war, to which the only opponents were a few isolationist congressmen and the miniscule Socialist Party. American action was overwhelmingly preparatory and thus future-oriented: manpower was mobilized and financial means for American and allied war efforts voted. The immediate effect of American entry was nonetheless significant in encouraging the Entente to continue the war 78 .
The Spring Crisis: German Domestic Aspects (March 14 -May 15, 1917) German policy was affected not only by Germany's enemies and allies but also by German domestic developments. The interdependence of external and internal factors had been implicit since the beginning of the war and indeed before but became more explicit during spring 1917. External events -especially the military situation, British blockade, the revolution and American entry -encroached increasingly upon domestic issues, while internal problems -reform, economic mobilization, morale, war aims and power struggles -implicated external policies. Domestic issues were likewise so closely related that a position on one virtually determined responses to the others: reformers opposed extensive war aims, while annexationists resisted reform. Tensions over these issues had existed and increased since the beginning of the war but exploded in spring 1917 and reinforced the policy crisis. The reform question erupted first. Bethmann's vague remarks on reform in the Reichstag at the end of February had caused criticism from the right which Bethmann answered in the Prussian House of Representatives {Abgeordnetenhaus) on March 14 by reiterating his view that reform was unavoidable but should be postponed until peacetime to avoid jeopardizing the war effort with internal conflict 79 . The revolution encouraged the left and center to advocate immediate reform while the right warned against it. Bethmann again endeavored to deflect these impulses in his tense situation complicated by severe food shortages, lower bread rations were proclaimed for mid-April. Strikes were called in a number of cities despite government and union discouragement. The workers were finally persuaded to return to their jobs with a combination of the bribe of increased bread rations and the threat of conscription. Groener, the High Command and the right condemned the strikers as traitors, whereas the left was inclined to attribute the strikes to economic conditions and governmental policy 87 . However they are explained, the strikes were symptomatic of fundamental economic problems, complicated labor-government relations, intensified social divisions, and reinforced the tensions between the High Command and War Office which would culminate in Groener's forced resignation in August 1917.
War aims had been largely absent from the public discussion during March and early April. As in the case of reform, the Russian revolution forced war aims into the public arena. The debate thereupon died down almost as abruptly as it had begun. Most major political organizations expressed views on war aims during this debate. The Conservatives were as outspoken on war aims as on reform. Like the other parties and groups, their public statements usually listed general objectives: victory; honorable, German or strong peace; security; the fruits of war and victory; rewards worth the price paid; reparations; and rejection of conquest but extension of German power. Only infrequently did they stipulate specific aims, such as security for Germany's borders, Belgium, and the destruction of British maritime supremacy. Conservatives rejected general peace without annexations or indemnities, denounced governmental vagueness on war aims and inability to inspire popular confidence, occasionally implied criticism of the Kaiser, and stigmatized the other parties'
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aims . Notable primarily by their virtual absence from the debate, the middle parties participated only when it seemed necessary and then in the blandest and briefest terms. They opposed public discussion of aims and urged domestic unity, espoused an honorable peace and freedom to develop, rejected peace without annexations but simultaneously disclaimed annexations or expansion. They only infrequently mentioned specific questions such as Belgium and Poland. Their most important function in the public discussion was as supporters of the government's policy of a quick separate peace with Russia and non-specificity on aims 93 .
The Majority Socialists were active participants and the only party which changed its views on war aims during this period. Their public aims were similarly general: a defensive rather than offensive war; an honorable, acceptable and negotiated peace allowing border corrections; and security for Germany's economic future. Specific questions-such as Belgium-were seldom mentioned. They repeatedly urged a quick and general rather than separate peace. Their pronouncements were typically patriotic. The unique feature of their aims was the shift in mid-April from opposition to advocacy of peace without annexations. Before April 17 Majority Socialists had generally supported the government's war aims policy but thereafter condemned its lack of specificity 94 . This criticism, however, did not prevent considerable cooperation between the government and Majority Socialists. With governmental approval, they publicly greeted the revolution, secretly met in Copenhagen with Russian Socialists (whom they assured of German non-intervention in Russian affairs), worked for an international Socialist conference in Stockholm, and participated in front negotiations with the Russians. Indeed this collaboration was sufficiently extensive to require public denial by both government and Majority Socialists as well as inclusion of the Independents in the German delegation to Stockholm to avoid the impression that the Majority members were "government tools" 95 . The
Majority Socialists frequently drew the connections between war aims and reform. Edward David felt "it was indicative that the firebrands (Scharfmacher) in foreign affairs are also the strongest opponents of every new orientation at home" and Scheidemann argued that "he who works for democratization of our country works for peace". Majority Socialists applauded the revolution, opposed German intervention and regarded the Provisional Government as opposed and the Soviet as disposed to peace. They regarded a German revolution as undesirable because it would cause German defeat but warned it might occur if the government did not renounce annexations 96 . They criticized the right's aims as obstacles to peace and thus conducive to revolution, while rejecting the Independents' criticism of the Majority position and hoping to control them in Stockholm 97 . The Majority Socialists condemned the British and French governments as annexationist but suggested confidentially that the Entente governments might make peace if Germany renounced annexations because the Entente populations wanted peace 98 .
The Independent Socialists were the most active and categorical in espousing their aims. They rejected a separate peace and demanded a general peace conference to achieve a quick peace without annexations. The Independents were severely critical of all other groups: of the government for not seeking peace; of the Majority Socialists for not opposing the government earlier and more strongly; of the right, Pan Germans, High Command and "militarism". Like the Majority Socialists they emphasized the link between aims and reform. Although more committed to peace than reform, they frequently argued that peace would require revolution of the German constitution and the international system. The aims of all governments were equated but Entente imperialism did not justify German expansion. Since extensive annexations were unobtainable, pursuing them would cause an endless war or "second Punic War" and the ruin of all nations 99 .
The government made frequent though usually reluctant war aims pronouncements. Most were general and involved such terms as: victory; defense; quick and honorable peace; peace worth the price paid; security; and freedom and independence to develop. The government categorically refused on a number of occasions to be more specific in public. In a few instances particular issues such as Belgium, Lithuania, Russia and Poland were nonetheless mentioned. Peace without annexations was unqualifiedly rejected and a middle way between "conquest" and "renunciation" advocated although the argument was occasionally made that conditions should be determined by the situation when peace was concluded. The government's public aims were partially defined by its reactions to the aims of other groups. Although it frequently discouraged public discussion of aims, the government sought to mollify its critics by assuring them that their aims were "necessary and useful" and being considered. Bethmann identified himself with "the German people" but refused to ally with any party. He condemned the left's aims as "renunciation and failure" CVerzicht und Versagung), while Helfferich preferred "to collapse rather than conclude an ignominous peace". The right's aims were denounced by Bethmann as a "program of conquest" (Eroberung). Bethmann claimed publicly to be in "complete" agreement with the High Command but implied disagreement in denouncing the right's aims with which the High Command was known to sympathize. Despite his claim of non-association with any group, Bethmann's public aims were supported publicly by the middle parties and the Bundesstaaten governments. The government stigmatized Entente aims as "crazy", French aims as unqualifiedly aggressive, and England as responsible for the war but distinguished between the governments and the people of Russia and the United States 100 .
Although he expressed himself frequently and candidly in confidential discussions, the Kaiser made few public pronouncements on aims. In these pronouncements he spoke in general terms of a happy and secure future and peace worth the price paid. He confidentially urged Bethmann to oppose officially peace without annexations and demanded extensive annexations but himself made no public statement on aims.
Officially the Kaiser was optimistic and predicted Germany would dictate peace.
He publicly condemned Anglo-French war aims but was sympathetic toward peace with Russia 101 . Perhaps even more notable than the Kaiser's non-commitment in public was the virtual silence of the High Command and the Army. Unless front propaganda or the activities of annexationist organizations are considered, the High Command made no public pronouncement on aims during spring 1917. Hindenburg projected stolid confidence in early April and greater optimism in early May, but no aim was proposed 102 . Groener condemned peace without annexations as shameless and advocated fighting for a "happy end" to the war but did not indicate details 103 . Thus the advocates of the most extreme aims in confidential discussions were nonparticipants in the public debate.
Of those organizations which joined the parties and government in the debate, most were annexationist and conservative. Their aims remained for the most part general: security; increase of power and expansion; victory; peace worthy of the price paid; rapid and successful peace; a place in the world; and freedom to develop. Occasionally (but more often than the government or parties) they mentioned specific problems such as Poland, overseas colonies, European colonization, raw materials, food, reparations, and Mitteleuropa; only the pacifists advocated a league of nations and reduction of arms. The annexationist organizations vilified peace without annexations as "impoverishment and suppression" (Verelendung und Unterdrückung), and only the pacifists urged peace with Russia 104 . The infrequent public pronouncements of the Bundesstaaten governments were general and advocated German greatness, happiness, compensation for the cost of the war, victory, security, and a German peace. Alsace-Lorraine was mentioned on one occasion and peace without annexations specifically rejected by the Baden government. The governments of both Bavaria and Baden publicly supported the Imperial government's confidence in victory and noncommitment on war aims 105 .
The views of the German masses were a potentially important -if not the most important -element in the public discussion. Most historians argue that the majority of Germans favored peace at this time. Public opinion is, however, difficult to ascertain. Although some -particularly the proponents of peace -view the April strikes as proof of peace sentiment, it is unclear and perhaps likely that reform and above all food shortages which were more important. No serious civilian peace demonstration or soldier mutiny occurred during this period in Germany as they did elsewhere. Yet precisely because public opinion was at once unfathomable and important, all groups claimed to represent it. Some asserted that the German -and Entente -people favored peace. Proponents of peace argued that the masses would defend their homeland, while proponents of war contended that the German people were confident of victory. Each group asserted that the masses supported its war aims. Advocates of a public government statement claimed to be espousing a popular demand and some extremists regarded neither the government nor Reichstag as representative of mass sentiment 106 . Some of these assertions were probably accurate but all cannot be since they are contradictory. They are, however, less indicative of mass opinion than of ruling class perceptions of it. Mass opinion may have affected the quality and quantity of public discussion; some -most notably the Majority Socialists -altered their views because of what they perceived as popular demand. This was, however, exceptional and most -including the Majority Socialistsregarded the masses as a projection of their own views. Public opinion was thus seen in effect as clay to be molded when negotiations arrived.
The discussion polarized apparent choices. This polarization was suggested by Conservative Reichstag member von Graefe's "two world views which confronted one another like fire and water", and Scheidemann's "unbridgeable conflict" 107 .
Alternatives were presented as total and extreme: renunciatory peace (Verzichtfrieden) versus conquering peace (Eroberungsfrieden) or annexationist peace (Annexionsfrieden) ; Scheidemann peace versus German, Hindenburg peace or Siegfried peace; understanding peace or negotiated peace (Verständigungsfrieden) versus victorious peace (Siegfrieden); national peace versus international peace. These dichotomies were adjusted to suit the speaker's point of view. Proponents of negotiated peace linked it with Scheidemann peace and Socialist peace but contrasted it with conquering peace and equated national peace with international peace. Conversely proponents of victorious peace presented Scheidemann peace and negotiated peace as international, renunciatory peace which was contrasted with national, German peace 108 .
The peace debate was related to the perception of war. The government in its public statements and proponents of war aims generally spoke of a war of existence, starvation or hunger war, peoples' war, and the necessity for mobilizing all human and material resources. Opponents of extensive war aims and government leaders in confidential discussions questioned the notion of total war, doubted that either side could win or dictate peace and thus urged negotiated peace 108 .
The Spring Crisis: The Authority Aspects (March 14 - May 15, 1917) The crises in foreign and domestic policies were accompanied by an authority crisis. At the most obvious level it took the form of a chancellor crisis focusing on Bethmann's tenure in office but was more important as a potential shift among the power centers within German society and the Central Power alliance. The crisis developed through a series of increasingly intensive stages. It began during the second week of March when the reform issue caused Conservatives and the High Command to attack the chancellor, who was defended by the parties of the middle and left. The reform issue precipitated renewed attacks on Bethmann in late March and early April; again they were led by the right and High Command and again the middle and left supported him, although less vigorously. The crisis reached its peak in late April and the first half of May when the war aims issue produced attacks on Bethmann from virtually all sides. The crisis abated in mid-May when Bethmann managed to rescue his position by compromising with and balancing off these impulses. Among the most consistent though confidential of Bethmann's critics was the High Command. His acquiescence in the U-boat question had facilitated a modus vivendi but his lack of enthusiasm was clear and other frictions developed during January and February 1917 over economic mobilization. Accordingly the High Command intensified its campaign against Bethmann's leadership in economic mobilization, political reform, popular morale and war aims. It was conducted largely in secret through memoranda (written by Colonel Max Bauer and authorized by Ludendorff) and designed to undermine the Kaiser's confidence in Bethmann 109 . The High Command adamantly opposed Bethmann's reform plans in early April; even though Bethmann made considerable concessions, Ludendorff castigated the Easter Message as unnecessary and a sign of weakness 110 . The High Command simultaneously raised the war aims issue which Bethmann regarded as an attempt to depose him. The Kreuznach conference coincided with the High Command's most serious effort to displace Bethmann during the spring. While a Bauer memorandum criticized Bethmann's leadership, the High Command -with the support of Admiral Henning v. Holtzendorff, Chief of Naval Staff, and General Hermann v. Stein, Prussian Minister of War -used the Socialist demand for peace without annexations and Erzberger's secret negotiations as evidence to persuade the Kaiser that Bethmann could not protect the Kaiser's authority from the encroachments of domestic elements. Bethmann's supporters at Headquarters -Valentini and Kurt v. Grünau, Foreign Office envoy at Headquarters -were only barely able to restrain the Kaiser. The High Command's criticism was repeated in another Bauer-Ludendorff memorandum of early May 111 . The Conservatives and nationalist-annexationist organizations attacked Bethmann repeatedly in public. After a secret meeting in late February, they mounted a campaign against Bethmann's domestic and foreign policies in the press and Prussian House of Lords. Despite their vagueness, Bethmann's remarks on reform during March were perceived by the right as provocative and the Easter Message was opposed by Conservatives both within and outside the Prussian Ministry 112 . Conservatives and annexationists condemned Bethmann for both his own non-commitment on war aims and the Majority Socialist peace without annexations proclamation. Bethmann's refusal to make a war aims statement was attributed by them to insufficient "will to victory" and inability to be the "crystallization point" for the masses 113 . These attacks threatened to include the Kaiser: Prussian Conservative Reichstag member Ernest v. Heydebrand asked pointedly "who rules now in the German Empire? Does our Emperor and King still or does Mr. Scheidemann rule the world?" 114 The attitude of the Majority Socialists toward Bethmann altered partly because of Bethmann's reform policy and partly because of the Socialists' war aims policy. They applauded Bethmann's apparent intentions to institute immediate reform but were disappointed by the Easter Message and postponement of significant change 115 . The breach became wider and more public with their demand for peace without annexations which was published over the government's objections. As a result they found themselves in an unaccustomed accord with the Conservatives in their advocacy of an official war aims statement and condemnation of Bethmann's refusal 116 . The Independent Socialists were less critical of Bethmann because they perceived him as relatively insignificant. As Independent Socialist Hoffmann commented, "even if Bethmann were dismissed, no change of policy would occur. It would be the same if Tirpitz or Hindenburg were chancellor 117 ." Independent Socialists proclaimed their "fundamental opposition to the ruling governmental system and the war policy of the Imperial government". They sought to alter that system by advocating a standing Reichstag committee to oversee the government's policy (opposed by Groener and the other parties) and establishment of a republic in Germany. Although they believed Bethmann was increasingly dominated by the High Command, they demanded an official war aims pronouncement but concluded that both Helfferich and Bethmann agreed with the High Command and Pan Germans in seeking as extensive aims as possible 118 .
Czernin was a brief and confidential but nonetheless threatening critic of Bethmann. As long as Bethmann seemed relatively responsive on the war aims during early March, little friction occurred but, when Bethmann refused to make the more specific public statements which Czernin demanded, Czernin became critical. The possibility that his agitation might cause a change of chancellor rather than policy, however, persuaded Czernin to desist and patch up relations with Bethmann in early May 119 . Bethmann's supporters were not as outspoken or consistent as many of his opponents but backed him at the critical juncture. His most loyal public support came from the middle parties 120 . In so far as they expressed themselves, the leaders of the Bundesstaaten generally agreed with Bethmann on aims though not always on reform 121 . Bethmann was usually supported by his closest advisers and many but not all of the Kaiser's retinue. Helfferich consistently defended governmental policies against criticism from Ludendorff and the Socialists 122 . Zimmermann rejected Czernin's attack, disavowed Erzberger's talks, criticized Socialist demands for peace without annexations and defended Bethmann's non-commitment on war aims 123 . Grünau, Valentini and to a lesser extent Admiral George Alexander v. Müller, Chief of the Kaiser's Naval Cabinet, defended Bethmann against the High Command, but Valentini, Plessen and Lyncker all opposed reform, whereas Adolf Tortilowiez v. Batocki-Friebe, Chief of the Food Office, urged more extreme reform 124 .
Bethmann's position became critical at the end of April not only because traditional allies -Czernin, the Moderate Socialists and Bundesstaaten -seemed to be joining his critics but above all because the Kaiser's support was apparently in jeopardy. The Kaiser was alienated by the Socialist demands for peace without annexations, Erzberger's secret negotiations and the Reichstag constitutional committee's encroachment on his military prerogatives -all of which the High Command blamed on Bethmann. At the same time the Kaiser was distressed by the disagreements between the High Command and Bethmann as well as frustrated by Bethmann's unwillingness to proclaim publicly his unanimity on aims with the High Command. These tensions caused the Kaiser to fear for his position and evidence signs of mental breakdown 125 . A number of observers accordingly perceived a "chancellor crisis" as imminent 126 .
Bethmann, however, averted an open break with characteristic tactical mastery. His success was due in part to the weakness of his position. The possibility of dismissal helped rally his traditional supporters and the incompatible demands for a war aims statement allowed him to refuse commitment. His counter-attack culminated in the Reichstag speech of May 15. He satisfied the Kaiser and deflected the High Command's criticism by asserting his "full agreement with the High Command" and mollified Czernin by denying "any differences of opinion in the peace question between us and our allies". The middle parties had already agreed to support his non-commitment on war aims. By presenting right and left with the unacceptable alternatives of conquest and renunciation, he endeavored to force them into silence. He himself meanwhile assumed the ostensibly sensible middle ground but simultaneously reaffirmed the myth of victory. The speech was at once a tour de force and political schizophrenia, as indicated by the alternate applause and jeering by right and left 127 . Despite -perhaps indeed because of -these contradictions, the speech was praised by the Kaiser, Admiral Müller, Austro-Hungarian Ambassador Prince Gottfried v. Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst, and even grudgingly by Hindenburg 128 . By containing the crisis, Bethmann managed to maintain power. The crisis revealed, however, that Bethmann's position was jeopardized. His power depended above all on the Kaiser's support. The Kaiser's backing required deference to his amour-propre and at least nominal accomodation with the High Command which Bethmann managed with difficulty by significant concessions. Bethmann's tenure was also contingent on his ability to preserve the appearance of domestic unity (the so-called Burgfrieden) which was increasingly difficult not only because of discord but also because both right and left denounced the Burgfrieden;
Bethmann's only recourse was to reaffirm the Burgfrieden's desirability and thereby possibly obscure its unfeasibility. Bethmann's ability to maintain Socialist support for the war was threatened by their demand for peace without annexations. Bethmann's influence in Vienna could be questioned because of Czernin's criticism. Bethmann's ultimate appeal -the lack of a suitable alternative -even began to lose its strength when he proved less effective and the office appeared less critical. The High Command's criticism contained a certain validity. If he could not control the situation whereas someone else could, he was inappropriate. But, if no one could control the situation, he and the office were irrelevant. In either case, Bethmann was not critical.
Bethmann, however, viewed his role as significant. He accepted its domestic and diplomatic limits with a degree of fatalism. He nonetheless felt it was not only possible to operate within these limits but also necessary in order to obscure domestic conflicts and win the war. Domestic peace could be preserved only by the delicate mixture of moderation and bombast of which he was the master. The military stalemate could be escaped only by negotiations which required his skill in playing off enemies while obscuring German power and objectives. Because he was thus essential for domestic and diplomatic reasons, he counted on the Kaiser's support which would allow him to disregard the High Command and Pan Germans on the one hand and Socialists on the other. In effect Bethmann contemplated a coup against his domestic and diplomatic opponents when peace negotiations began 129 .
June Aftermath and July Crisis (May 18 -July 19, 1917) The spring crisis involved serious problems in all areas -diplomatic, military and domestic -but it caused little overt change so that the appearance of precrisis policies and relationships was maintained. As in the case of the Winter Crisis, the Spring Crisis was followed by a month of relative calm in policy-making and politics. A new crisis then broke at the end of June and culminated in mid-July. Its issues were the same as those of the Spring Crisis from which it grew. The seeds sown in spring were reaped in summer. The intensive diplomatic activity during the spring lessened during late May and early June. Prospects for separate peace with Russia proved deceptive. The new Russian government belied German hopes when, like its predecessors, it denounced separate peace and advocated general peace; indeed it immediately began planning for a new offensive which was launched in early July. These developments were accompanied by the failure of front discussions which Ludendorff had expected to foster the Russian army's disintegration and thereby a dictated peace. Zimmermann consequently encouraged the peace agitation of the Radical Socialists by communicating peace terms through a Swiss intermediary but the affair was discovered and exposed by the Russian government. Soon thereafter Erzberger's Russian contact man was arrested. The High Command accordingly insisted that no further "approaches" be made to Russia 130 . The French meanwhile displayed no willingness to make peace despite the failure of their offensive and resultant mutinies (unknown to the Germans). German leaders began to realize that retention of Alsace-Lorraine would symbolize German victory over France and thus constitute an insurmountable obstacle to a negotiated separate understanding with France. French and Russian contacts were maintained wherever possible but a separate peace with either seemed highly unlikely 131 . The advocates of general peace fared no better. Austro-Hungarian efforts through Sixtus to conclude a separate peace with France preliminary to general peace finally petered out in early June. Carl and Czernin then made another attempt in mid-June to extract a public German renunciation of war aims in order to encourage a separate peace with Russia preliminary to general peace. Bethmann shared AustroHungarian concern that understanding with Russia might be prejudiced by High Command war aims and Zimmermann tried both to satisfy his allies and encourage the Russians with a further vague press statement; but German leaders in fact felt the impending Russian offensive made separate peace unlikely and were opposed to general peace 132 . The Russian government meanwhile advocated general peace to its allies which were, however, opposed and concerned only that Russia should not leave the war 133 . The attempt during June of German and other Socialists to foster general peace through an international conference in Stockholm likewise proved fruitless 1,4 . Simultaneous Papal soundings for a general peace were begun but had not yet developed 135 .
Total war seemed no more promising than separate or general peace. By early June the high expectations of April for the U-boat success had begun to pale and the anticipated British collapse was postponed. Although the French spring offensive had failed, the mutinies had not only been concealed, but the Russians and British were also planning new offensives. The High Command was consequently less optimistic by mid-June 136 . All three lines of policy had failed. These policy failures combined with domestic problems to precipitate a new crisis. To prepare the German people for a longer war and perhaps to shift responsibility for the U-boat's non-success, the High Command demanded an intensified propaganda campaign. Bethmann, however, refused to assume responsibility for the U-boat and sought instead to persuade the Kaiser that the negotiations were necessary because dictated peace was unfeasible. He apparently contemplated a Reichstag speech critical of German annexationists (including the High Command) and with the Kaiser's implied support in order to encourage talks with Britain which he had been led to believe might now be possible. But the Kaiser refused and the High Command launched a campaign to bring Bethmann down. The generals asserted that, far from being unlikely, dictated peace was the war's only conceivable outcome since no belligerent would make peace unless completely defeated. German problems were due to the "faintheartedness" of civilian leaders who lacked the "personality necessary to lead" 137 . These internal policy disputes were complicated by an intensified campaign on the part of the Austro-Hungarian government for a public German renunciation of aims 138 .
German domestic tensions exploded at the same time. Socialists returning from Stockholm demanded renunciation of annexations and advocated immediate domestic reforms. Already concerned about morale, Bethmann was convinced that the reforms postponed in April were now necessary. While he apparently agreed that a more responsive statement on war aims was desirable, he opposed a Reichstag initiative in order to control negotiations himself and thereby alienated the middle and left who favored an immediate German initiative. The Reichstag leaders and High Command thereupon cooperated to cause Bethmann's demise although for contradictory reasons. The High Command wanted a more bellicose but amenable chancellor, whereas the parliamentarians desired a candidate who would be less bellicose and more susceptible to Reichstag influence. Disliking change, resisting encroachment on his authority, and lacking a compatible replacement for Bethmann, the Kaiser at first supported him but finally succumbed when the High Command threatened to resign and accepted Bethmann's resignation on July 13 139 . Despite resistance of High Command and Kaiser, the Reichstag passed on July 19 a peace resolution which affirmed in general terms German desire for peace though not specifically without annexations 140 .
Conclusion:
The Spring 1917 Crisis suggests some insights into German policy, the war and the phenomenon of crisis. A major wartime discussion of German policy occurred during the spring of 1917. The three main lines -separate peace, general peace and total warinvolved important differences. Separate peace assumed that the war was relatively limited; victory was possible; the enemy coalition was diplomatically divisible; domestic encroachment on policy was limitible; the resources situation was poor but irremediable; war aims should be flexible; peace was a tactic; and negotiations would be critical. General peace implied that the war was total; victory was impossible; the enemy coalition was indivisible; domestic influences on policy were unavoidable; resources were virtually exhausted; war aims should be renounced; peace was generally desired; and negotiations were not critical. Total war suggested that war was total; victory of one side was inevitable; the enemy coalition was militarily divisible; domestic encroachment on policy was avoidable; the resources situation was poor but remediable; extreme war aims were justified; peace would be dictated; and negotiations were not critical. Separate peace thus assumed a position between the extremes of general peace and total war.
The debate tended, however, to exaggerate disagreements and obscure similarities. All participants opposed return to the status quo ante bellum, regarded war aims as desirable, believed the state system would be changed, and wanted to preserve German great power status. The basic distinctions consequently were over means rather than ends, namely, Bethmann's indirect and subtle approach, Ludendorff's blunt and uncompromising attitude, and the supposed openness of Czernin and the Majority Socialists. The victory of total war and Ludendorff is often misleadingly condemned because it is regarded as the most dangerous. To the extent that these policies actually affected events, separate peace and general peace were probably more threatening because they concealed German objectives better. But none of these policies was likely to be successful at this juncture. The most likely candidates for separate peace -Russia and Austria-Hungary -refused because it required renunciation of their great power status. General peace was unacceptable to the Entente because it implied German domination and to Germany because it left the Entente intact. Total war was unlikely to succeed because neither side could completely defeat the other. While they were thus similarly unfeasible, these policies differ in terms of consistency and realism. Separate peace and general peace are usually regarded as more consistent than total war but are in fact less. Separate peace employed diplomacy to achieve German victory -i.e., limited means but a total end -and general peace implied renunciation of victory in a total war -i.e., limited end but total meanswhereas total war involved total means to a total end and is thus most consistent. Separate peace and general peace assumed moderate aims would foster peace negotiations but there is little evidence that great power policies were affected by enemy aims. Although aims may be critical in limited war, they are largely irrelevant in total war when surrender is unconditional and the result of defeat. Since total war implies the extreme alternatives of unconditional victory or surrender, extreme aims are realistic and moderation unrealistic. Thus probably none of the policies advocated during spring 1917 was feasible but total war was the least dangerous yet most consistent and realistic.
Analysis of policy implies that it is historically important. This is the assumption of most statesmen and diplomatic historians and it can be defended in some senses. It explains the behavior of governments and is justified when policy decisions have significant results, such as the launching of unrestricted U-boat warfare and consequent entry of the United States. More often, however, analysis of policy indicated that policy is historically unimportant, i.e., does not significantly influence events. Such influence presumes an understanding of the situation, awareness of how policy will affect it, and willingness and ability to take effective action. But these conditions seldom applied. Statesmen seldom understood the forces with which they were confronted: the expected did not happen and the unexpected often did. They infrequently foresaw the results of their actions: policies were most often ineffective, sometimes counter-productive, but seldom productive. Governments were generally unwilling to do what they could but unable to achieve what they wanted.
Policy consequently influenced events only marginally. On the contrary policy responded to events. The experience of spring 1917 suggests that, while policy may influence events in relatively stable periods, events dominate policy in times of crisis. The debate over policy involved a struggle for authority among individuals and groups. The most notable was the conflict between civil and military leaders which culminated in Bethmann's resignation and Ludendorff's so-called "dictatorship". The victory of soldiers over statesmen is generally condemned by historians because they assume aggressive soldiers should be controlled by non-aggressive civilians and find Bethmann personally more appealing than Ludendorff. The change of personnel was, however, more symbolic than real since their general objectives were similar. Ludendorff's reputed dictatorship certainly existed in the area of high policy but neither in diplomatic nor domestic affairs was he much more able to control events than Bethmann had been. Domestic elements and particularly the Reichstag encroached more than ever before on policy-making and the Peace Resolution suggested that the era of parliamentary control over policy might be dawning. The appearance was, however, deceptive since the High Command dominated policymaking during the next year. This exclusion of the Reichstag was, however, insignificant since most of its members had aims similar to those of the High Command, as their approval of the treaty of Brest Litovsk would demonstrate. The shift in authority accordingly involved a change of personnel, policy-making style, and policy means but not of ultimate objectives.
The explosion of internal tensions during spring 1917 threatened domestic unity but did not split the country enough to make continuing the war impossible. Despite their differences over reform and specific aims, most Germans shared the myth of victory. Domestic events nonetheless had important, subtle effects on policy. They encouraged the pervasive atmosphere of crisis and polarization of alternatives. Ever more shrill reaffirmations of the victory myth were required. The domestic crisis fostered the integration of all aspects of society into the war effort. In short they reinforced the tendency toward total war. German behavior should be seen in relation to the other belligerents. All re-examined diplomatic policy and military strategy during spring 1917 and some -AustriaHungary, Russia and the United States -made radical departures. In all casesabove all in Russia and France -intense struggles over authority occurred. Both alliances were tested by internal disagreements and enemy inducements but survived. Internal and external developments everywhere -particularly in Russia and AustriaHungary -influenced one another more than previously. Spring 1917 was universally a time of crisis. The British government changed and British survival was tested by the U-boat. The French government and chief of staff were replaced and the army's coherence threatened by mutinies. Revolution in Russia jeopardized its war effort, while economic and political problems made Austro-Hungarian perseverance questionable. Entry into the war constituted a fundamental diplomatic, military and domestic departure for the United States. Events in Germany were consequently typical. The crises of winter, spring and summer 1917 suggest some conclusions about wartime crises. They were caused by the confluence of diplomatic, strategic, domestic and personnel problems. The situation was probably complicated by actual and threatened changes in important internal and external factors, by the possibility of extreme success or failure which reinforced the sense of polarization, and by the frustration resulting from the growing gap between aspirations and ability, They were precipitated by the determination of some to seek a decision, impose a view, and clarify an uncertain situation. They evidence sufficient similarities to suggest a general pattern of development: in growing tension over existing problems an event triggers a confrontation which leads to a resolution. Each crisis is followed by reduction in tension but the next crisis begins at a higher level of tension. Crises and total war are apparently symbiotic. Total war -by increasing tension, polarizing alternatives, and integrating all elements of society -is conducive to crises whichby threatening change, exposing conflicts and expressing frustrations -encourage total war.
The events of spring 1917 indicate the nature of the war at this point. The stalemate of the previous two years loosened as a result of revolutionary changes and the relatively limited, coalition war gave way to more total war. The previous focus on military and diplomatic considerations was broadened to include domestic and economic aspects. The entry of the United States and exit of Russia not only concentrated the fighting in western Europe but also made it a genuinely world conflict and total war. The Spring 1917 Crisis reveals some paradoxical features of total war. Leaders frenetically sought the elusive key to victory but policy became less effective. Intensive struggles for authority resulted but personnel changes made little difference. Authority was centralized but control did not increase. More was promised as less became possible. The masses were mobilized but not consulted. Above all war was increasingly organized but less rational. 
